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    INTRODUCTION 

 Much   of this book addresses the challenges faced by wild tiger populations and the 
 various strategies used by tiger conservationists to study and conserve these critically endan-
gered cats in nature. Three observations are clear from the opening chapters. First, over the 
past 20 years, despite tremendous energy and efforts, unprecedented funding, and  innovative 
programs, wild tiger populations everywhere, except in Russia, have declined. In some loca-
tions, these losses were dramatic. Second, managing putative tiger subspecies is a signifi cant 
challenge for zoos due to limited space, and successful reintroduction protocols for captive-
reared tigers have yet to be established. Third, tigers are orange with black stripes. 

 Yet   this simplistic, and for the third point seemingly sarcastic, description hides what 
may be one of the biggest of the little-discussed global issues facing tigers today: captive 
tigers are a growth industry, a commercial enterprise, and the typical descriptions of tigers 
do not always apply. In the United States, thousands of tigers are owned by private individ-
uals and non-accredited zoos and animal parks. In Asia, particularly in Thailand and China, 
thousands more are now held in captivity, ready to be  ‘ farmed ’  for the market in traditional 
Asian medicine (see Nowell, Chapter 38;  ‘ t Sas-Rolfes, Chapter 39). Most of these captive 
tigers are of unknown genetic lineages and many are raised under less than ideal conditions. 
And, perhaps even more troubling, some of the most prominent captive tigers, those that 
the public in countries like the United States increasingly identify as the face of this globally 
endangered species, are not orange at all — they are white with black stripes and blue eyes. 

 Why   should this matter, and why do we include in this book a chapter that at fi rst glance 
appears to be an oddball diversion on tigers with little, or in the case of white tigers, no 
relevance to conservation? We suggest that these  ‘ other ’  tigers are the result of a growing 
commoditization and in some cases  ‘ pet-ization ’   [1]  of tigers. This affects the attitudes of 
millions of people, costs millions of dollars, and has an insidious and ultimately negative 
impact on the tigers most people care about — the orange tigers continue to cling to life in 
the remnant forests stretching from India northeast to Russia and south to their last holdout 
on the island of Sumatra in Indonesia. It matters because at least some of the readers of this 
book may not know much about these privately owned tigers or the impact these animals 
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are having on the survival of wild tigers. Yet it is only through our collective awareness and 
action that we can address the incongruous trend of rapidly growing captive tiger popula-
tions in the world’s expanding steel and concrete urban  ‘ jungles ’  and rapidly declining tiger 
populations in the shrinking verdant jungles of Asia. 

 In   this chapter we: (1) propose a taxonomy of captive tiger owners; (2) discuss the his-
tory and growth of captive tiger ownership, with particular emphasis in the United States; 
(3) identify the most important  ‘ obvious and acute problems ’  associated with captive tigers; 
and (4) introduce what we believe are a new class of  ‘ subtle and chronic ’  problems associ-
ated with captive tigers. We also present what is possibly the fi rst systematic estimate of the 
global captive tiger population. We conclude with a brief discussion of why we believe that 
anyone who cares about tigers needs to confront the growth, and economic and political 
infl uence, of irresponsible tiger ownership if we are to conserve the world’s last wild tigers.  

    A TAXONOMY OF CAPTIVE TIGER OWNERS 

 We   suggest that it is possible to classify most captive tigers into the following  ‘ captive 
tiger habitat ’  categories: (1) zoos and captive breeding facilities, including those that do and 
those that do not participate in scientifi cally managed captive breeding programs, such as 
roadside zoos and local zoos; (2) circuses and other entertainment facilities; (3) sanctuaries; 
(4) commercial farms; and (5) private individual owners. 

 More   than 200 zoos and aquariums are institutional members of a global umbrella, the 
World Association of Zoos and Aquariums (WAZA), with another 1,100 zoos and aquari-
ums linked to WAZA through their membership in one of 17 regional zoo and aquarium 
associations distributed across Asia, Africa, Australasia, Europe, and North, Central, and 
South America. However, not all participate in cooperative, scientifi cally managed tiger cap-
tive breeding programs. 

 Zoos   that participate in scientifi cally managed captive breeding programs are the best 
known. More than 500 zoos, aquariums, and facilities are accredited by three major regional 
associations with managed captive tiger programs: North America’s Association of Zoos 
and Aquariums (AZA), the European Association of Zoos and Aquariums (EAZA), and the 
Australasian Regional Association of Zoological Parks and Aquaria (ARAZPA). Zoos that 
belong to these associations manage tigers using standards, including those governing ani-
mal health, husbandry, genetic management, conservation, and education. 

 Many   other facilities are known as  ‘ roadside ’  or  ‘ local ’  zoos. They are typically small, 
not accredited by any governing body, privately owned and operated, or belong to small 
towns or other public administrations with small budgets and limited capacity. Those that 
hold tigers typically profess to support  in situ  tiger conservation, but unlike major accred-
ited zoos, many do not have the fi nancial resources or access to conservation profession-
als or organizations to enable them to make meaningful contributions to tiger conservation. 
Because these zoos do not contribute to organized tiger breeding programs and typically 
are not members of the International Species Information System (ISIS), an organization that 
maintains data on captive animals, there is less information available to estimate how many 
tigers are contained in these facilities. 
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 Circuses   are some of the oldest businesses with tigers and employ some of the most expe-
rienced tiger trainers and handlers. Long before zoos became foci for public wildlife view-
ing, traveling circuses introduced people around the world to exotic animals from distant 
lands. The fi rst circus came to the United States in the late eighteenth century. By 1992, more 
than 11 million people a year viewed performances by the Ringling Brothers and Barnum  &  
Bailey Circus, whose performances occurred within 100 miles of 87% of the population 
of the United States  [2] . But overall, the number of tigers and other large cats held by cir-
cuses and other entertainers is declining, primarily because of growing pressure from the 
public and professionally managed zoos, competition from other sources of entertainment, 
and demands from animal rights activists concerned about animal welfare and keeper and 
trainer safety. 

 Tigers   are also found in animal sanctuaries, facilities with a shared mission to help aban-
doned, abused, and neglected animals. In North America the Association of Sanctuaries 
(TAOS) and the American Sanctuary Association (ASA) set standards for animal care, 
accredit member sanctuaries, help to rescue and place homeless animals, support legislation 
that protects animals, and contribute to education and outreach (Quist, Chapter 16). Because 
the primary goal of sanctuaries is to promote animal welfare and not conservation, accred-
ited sanctuaries are not allowed to breed tigers or use them for any commercial activity that 
is perceived as  ‘ exploitive. ’  The type and quality of these sanctuaries, however, are variable 
and the accreditation program in places is only weakly enforced  [3] . Many other so-called 
sanctuaries are not part of an association. Sanctuaries also vary in whether they are open 
to the public, charge admission, request donations to view animals up close, or engage in 
outside fund-raising. In many ways, they hold and manage animals in captivity just like 
zoos. However, in practice, they are uniquely intended to be holding facilities to care for 
unwanted, elderly, or sick animals until they die. 

 Roadside   zoos and sanctuaries have faced criticism from mainstream conservation-
ists because some encourage close contact between keepers and animals, which has led to 
keeper injuries and deaths. Also, their contribution to research and  in situ  tiger conservation 
has been negligible. Many are focused on animal welfare or animal rights rather than educa-
tion, science, or conservation  [3] . Because they spend millions of dollars caring for animals 
that have little or no impact on conservation efforts, their value for wild tiger conservation 
is limited and possibly even counterproductive (see below). 

 Tiger   farms are a more recent creation and occur in Asia. These commercial facilities 
breed and raise tigers for profi t, with the intent to support the demand for tiger parts for the 
East Asian traditional medicine market. From a small handful of animals, the larger farms 
now hold over a thousand tigers (see Nowell, Chapter 38). 

 Finally  , large but disparate groups of people who own tigers come under the broad 
heading of private individual owners. These include individuals who own one or more 
tigers and other large cats, or who carry out various economic activities, such as breed-
ing and selling tigers. Again, the quality of care by private owners varies tremendously, 
depending on the resources available. Admittedly, some of these individuals are responsi-
ble owners and provide adequate care for their animals; however, another subset provides 
inadequate care or abuse their animals or are interested only in illegally traffi cking tigers for 
commercial gain.  
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    HISTORY AND  GROWTH  OF CAPTIVE 
TIGER POPULATIONS 

 Private   ownership of tigers has a rich but checkered history. The world’s wealthy and 
powerful have long had a fascination with the world’s largest cat. The Romans imported 
Caspian tigers, and tigers fought against Roman gladiators and other animals after Roman 
emperor Augustus received a tigers as a gift from an Indian ambassador  [4] . In Italy, the 
Duke of Ferrara owned a rare tiger in the late fi fteenth century  [5] , and in England, King 
James could watch his favorite tiger, a gift in 1613 from the ambassador of Savoy, from a 
viewing platform in the Tower of London  [6] . It is not just the wealthy who adore tigers. In 
2003, Antoine Yates became an instant celebrity after police confi scated Ming, a 400-pound 
tiger, from his cramped apartment in Harlem, New York City. Seventy years earlier, the  New 
York Times  reported on how police and public health offi cials responded to complaints from 
angry housewives about exotic animals, including a tiger, being held in a neighboring pri-
vate household adjacent to a public school.  ‘ Now here is a tiger, as good a specimen as you 
will fi nd in the Bronx, ’  said the owner  [7] . 

 No   one knows exactly how many tigers live on Earth. Ironically, our best estimates of wild 
tigers, somewhere around 4,500 (see Seidensticker, Chapter 22), are better than our knowledge 
of captive tiger abundance. We do not know precisely how many captive tigers exist because 
no single organization is responsible for maintaining this information. Historically this has 
not been a priority for tiger conservation research, and in the case of traffi ckers, they keep 
their illegal dealings secret to avoid detection by the authorities. 

 The   United States exemplifi es the challenge of estimating captive tiger populations. 
Multiple agencies are responsible for regulating captive wildlife. As noted below, the US 
Department of Agriculture (USDA) Animal and Plant Inspection Service (APHIS) licenses 
commercial exhibitors, but not other private owners. AZA maintains data about tigers in 
accredited zoos, but many zoos do not belong to AZA. Untold numbers of tigers are bought, 
sold, and owned illegally. Earlier estimates for the number of captive tigers in the United 
States were largely guesses, and ranged between 5,000 and 20,000. 

 To   address this challenge, we developed what we believe is the fi rst estimate of the global 
captive tiger population by region and type of ownership ( Table 17.1   ). We did this by bringing 
together known information from tiger studbooks kept by scientifi cally managed zoo associa-
tions, government reports, unpublished data from the captive tiger community, and our best 
professional estimates where little information was available. While this estimate is undoubt-
edly coarse-grain, we are confi dent it is at least a reasonable approximation and probably on a 
par with the uncertainty we had until a decade ago in estimating wild tiger populations. 

 The   studbook data are highly accurate. The data on private ownership in the United 
States is based in part on data from Werner  [8] , an outspoken advocate for private owner-
ship. We expect his estimates (about 4,700 captive tigers in the United States) are more rea-
sonable than the higher estimates of 15,000 tigers suggested by some in the media  [9] . One 
possible reason for the large discrepancy is that the larger numbers may represent cumula-
tive estimates for all big cats in captivity (including lions, leopards, jaguars, cheetahs, and 
tigers). It is also likely (given the more restrictive legislation in many states and municipali-
ties these days) that private tiger ownership in the United States has peaked and possibly 
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 TABLE 17.1          Known numbers of captive tiger populations by country/region, our estimates indicated  *    

     Zoos (managed**)  Zoos (not managed)  Private  Total 

   North America  267  a    196  b    4,428  c    4,891 

   Europe, Russia  338  d    186  b    14  e    538 

   Japan  53  f    100  g      153 

   Indonesia  90  h    30  est   50  170 

   Malaysia  47  a    5  est     52 

   Singapore  8  a    3  b      11 

   Thailand  14  a    16  i    775  i    805 

   Vietnam  0  2  b    41  j    43 

   Cambodia  k    0  6  17  23 

   India/Nepal/Sri Lanka  195  h    8  b      203 

   China  67  l    50  est   5,000  m  , 160  n    5,277 

   Australasia  b    34  16    50 

   Africa  5  l    18  b      23 

   South America  0  25  b      25 

   Total  1,118  561  10,485  12,164 

   *   Kathy Traylor-Holzer is acknowledged for assistance in compiling this table. 
**Managed tigers are of known genetic lineages and in a recognized regional program.  
   a   See Traylor-Holzer, Chapter 21.  
   b   ISIS. Species holdings for  Panthera tigris.  ISIS, Eagan, MN; 2008.  
   c   Werner, B.  Feline Conservation Federation Magazine.  2005:49; this number includes 1,179 in sanctuaries, 2,120 in 
USDA licensed facilities and 1,129 in private ownership.  
   d   Fitzpatrick, M. (London Zoo, London, 2006).  
   e    http://www.bornfree.org.uk/campaigns/zoo-check/captive-wildlife-issues/exotic-pets .  
   f   Shimatani, Y. Stock List of Amur and Sumatran Tigers in Japan (31 December 2006). Kobe Oji Zoo, Kobe; 2007.  
   g   This number is estimated, as there are about 90 zoos in Japan, most not in ISIS, and only pure Amur and Sumatran 
are in the studbooks.  
   h   Mueller, P. Internationales TigerZuchtbuch 2007. Zoologischer Garten Leipzig, Leipzig; 2007.  
   i   There are 21 with 765 tigers, another 10 private owners with 41. Source: Department of National Parks (July 2007); 
there are six in ISIS, but there are fi ve other national zoos in ZPO that may have non-corbetti tigers; Sri Racha 
Zoo in Chonburi reported to have 400 and Safari World another 100;  http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.
jhtml?xml      � /news/2004/10/20/wzoo20.xml ; Tim Redford, personal communication.  
   j    http://www.breakingnews.ie/world/?jp      �      MHAUOJMHCWQL & rss      �      rss1 .  
   k   Wildlife Alliance (Feb 2008).  
   l   Yin, Y. 2007. CAZG South China Tiger Regional Studbook. Chongqing, China: Chongqing Zoo.  
   m    Proposal to Adjust the Strategy for Tiger Conservation , China Science and Technology Institute, July 2007.  
   n   In 2002, 100 tigers from Thailand’s Sriracha Alligator Farm were shipped to Sanya Maitree Concept Co. Ltd — a 
Sino-Thai joint venture in Sanya, Hainan Province, another 60 white tigers recorded at Xiangjiang Safari Park, 
Dashi Town, Guangzhou Province.  
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declined. A substantial number of WAZA zoos have at least one tiger, but except for those 
participating in regional captive management programs, there is not a single source that can 
be used to accurately track this information. Furthermore, we have little information about 
tigers in the possession of private owners and local/roadside zoos in many parts of the 
world. The number of tigers on commercial farms in China and Thailand is likely reason-
ably accurate, based on government reports and news accounts. 

 Based   on our analysis, we estimate there are at least 1,118 tigers in zoos with managed 
tiger programs, 561 tigers in zoos without managed programs, and 10,485 tigers combined 
in sanctuaries, farms, and private homes and facilities around the world, totaling 12,164. 
Assuming there are close to another 1,000 or more unknown tigers spread across the hun-
dreds of zoos that are not part of ISIS, circuses, and private owners around the world, we 
conclude that the world probably has at least 13,000 captive tigers. Given the estimated 
4,500 in the wild, this gives a global population of about 17,500 tigers. There are more cap-
tive tigers in the United States or China than in the wild; together the US and China tigers 
account for more than two-thirds of the global captive tiger population and more than half 
of all the world’s total tigers. At the very least, we can conclude with certainty that vastly 
more tigers today exist behind bars, walls or moats than behind trees in Asia.  

    TIGERS IN THE UNITED STATES 

 As   a signifi cant source of the world’s living tigers, the United States deserves particular atten-
tion as a case study to understand why and how so many tigers came to be so far from their 
countries of origin. The earliest known tigers likely arrived in the early nineteenth century and 
quickly became a staple of circuses. By the early 1820s there were at least 30 traveling menag-
eries touring the eastern seaboard  [10] . The fi rst large cat acts reportedly began in 1833, when 
Isaac Van Amburgh performed in a cage with a lion, a tiger, a leopard, and a panther  [10] . By 
the beginning of the twentieth century, tigers and other large felids could be viewed by many 
people across the country through traveling circuses, fairs, and a growing number of zoos. 

 The   fi rst federal regulation pertaining to tigers in the United States followed the enact-
ment of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) in 1973. Tigers were one of the fi rst animals listed 
by the original Act. ESA regulates the import, export, possession, taking, sale, and transport 
of more than 1,800 species offi cially listed as  ‘ endangered ’  or  ‘ threatened. ’  The US Fish and 
Wildlife Service (FWS) is primarily responsible for permitting activities related to listed spe-
cies, but permits are not issued to keep or breed endangered or threatened animals as pets.      a    
FWS issues captive-bred wildlife permits to buy and sell within the US live, non-native 
endangered or threatened animals, which were captive born in the US for enhancement of 
species propagation, provided the other person or institution is also registered for the same 
species. Under this system, activities that would otherwise be prohibited can occur if the 
activities can be shown to enhance propagation or survival of the affected species and to 
facilitate captive breeding programs.      b    
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   a  USFWS 2 (US Fish  &  Wildlife Service, Washington, DC, 2002).   
   b  USFWS 2 (US Fish  &  Wildlife Service, Washington, DC, 2009).   
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 Two   other federal laws regulate the keeping and care of exotic animals, but none strictly for-
bids the private possession of tigers and other large carnivores  [11] . The Animal Welfare Act 
regulates the treatment of animals in research, exhibition, transport, and by dealers. The USDA-
APHIS Animal Care Program regulates exhibitors of wild and exotic animals  [12] . Commercial 
activity is a prerequisite for licensing and pet owners are not eligible to request a USDA license. 

 The   Lacey Act allows FWS to prosecute anyone who possesses an animal illegally obtained 
in a foreign country or other states. The Lacey Act prohibits the import, export, selling, acquisi-
tion, or purchase of fi sh, wildlife or plants taken, possessed, transported, or sold in violation of 
US law or in interstate or foreign commerce involving fi sh, wildlife, and plants protected by the 
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES) and those protected by state 
laws. In late 2003, the  ‘ Captive Wildlife Safety Act ’  was passed by Congress to ban the interstate 
shipment of tigers, lions, and bears for the pet trade by modifying the Lacey Act Amendments 
of 1981. Individuals and groups that are exempted from this law include: any exhibitor or 
research facility that is licensed, registered, and inspected by a Federal agency; sanctuaries; 
humane societies; educational institutions; and state-licensed veterinarians. 

 In   addition to federal laws, an increasing number of states, counties, and municipalities have 
enacted laws and ordinances regulating the possession of exotic animals, especially those that 
pose a potential threat to public health or safety (e.g., large predators, primates and venomous 
snakes). The laws vary from state to state on the type of regulation imposed, from prohibition, 
to licensing, to no regulation at all. Laws also vary on the specifi c animals regulated. 

 The   number of organizations opposing private ownership of large exotic animals is grow-
ing. The American Veterinary Medical Association, the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, and AZA have all stated their opposition to the possession of certain exotic ani-
mals, including tigers, by private individuals. A consortium of more than 20 animal protec-
tion organizations formed the Captive Wild Animal Protection Coalition (CWAPC) expressly 
to reduce the availability, volume, and presence of dangerous animals as pets. USDA-APHIS 
issued a position statement in 2000 declaring large exotic cats as dangerous and unsuitable 
as pets, and stated that only qualifi ed, trained professionals should be allowed to keep and 
maintain these animals  [12] .  

    OBVIOUS AND ACUTE PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH 
CAPTIVE TIGERS 

 In   May of 2007, a young woman was near a tiger cage at a privately owned farm in British 
Columbia, Canada. Without warning, the tiger reached out and grabbed her legs, mauling 
her fatally. Nearby, several young children, including one of the woman’s own, watched 
the tragedy unfold as the tiger began its attack. Ironically, her fi anc é  was the owner of the 
farm and the tiger  [13] . This example is just one of many we have compiled describing simi-
lar tragedies from around the world. Some are bizarre and all are unpleasant, and most are 
from the United States. 

 Arguably   the most famous captive tiger attack in modern history occurred to the world’s 
best-known and most experienced tiger trainer, Roy Horn, of the Siegfried and Roy magic 
act at the Mirage Theater in Las Vegas, Nevada. In 2003, before a live audience, and after 
the magicians had 36 years of experience performing more than 5,700 shows together, a 
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7-year-old 600 pound white tiger named Montecore lunged at Roy, eventually biting his 
neck and dragging him across the stage to the horror of onlookers. Roy survived, but suf-
fered life-threatening and debilitating injuries and was forced to retire. Interestingly, the duo 
gave  ‘ comeback ’  performance in February 2009.      c    

 Collectively  , the number of individuals killed or injured by tigers in captivity is not large 
compared to injuries and attacks by other animals, such as pet dogs, wild raccoons, or ele-
phants. Nonetheless, when they do occur, the consequences of such attacks are severe  [9] . 
Most attacks on humans result in severe injury or death. Most fatal attacks are reported in 
the press, and picked up by global media. Less serious injuries to keepers and visitors to 
these facilities are much less likely to be picked up by newspapers, but many serious attacks 
that result in severe injuries or death are, and these reports provide a minimum threshold of 
reporting on these issues. 

 Nyhus   et al.  [9]  found that in the US, at least 27 people reportedly were injured and seven 
killed by tigers from 1998 to 2001 alone. We updated these data for the decade from 1998 
to 2007 and recorded worldwide 159 attacks (114 injuries and 45 deaths) by captive tigers 
on people that were serious enough to be reported in major newspapers, an average of 4.5 
deaths and 11.4 injuries each year ( Fig. 17.1   ). 

 There   are many lessons to be learned from these tragedies. First, tigers are deadly and 
effi cient predators. No amount of training, caring, love, or discipline will make them safe for 
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   c   http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,502609,00.html .   
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human companions. Their sheer size and strength alone makes them dangerous. Add sharp, 
retractable claws and jaws studded with teeth designed to kill and tear apart large prey, and 
they are a formidable and unpredictable threat. 

 Second  , it is pure arrogance to believe that tigers can ever be domesticated or  ‘ tamed. ’  
Tigers kill and injure professional zookeepers and circus trainers, owners and long-time ani-
mal caretakers, and the strictly curious. Often, the human victims of tiger attacks are young 
and innocent, and the saddest stories involve onlookers and the unaware: the 10-year-old boy 
mauled by his aunt’s pet tiger; the 18-month-old who was severely injured after her father 
kneeled with her in his arms before a tiger cage; the high school girl having her graduation 
picture taken in Ohio; and the 16-year-old girl who  ‘ just wanted to pet the tiger ’  at a facility 
in South Africa and was lucky to be alive after a tiger’s teeth severed her jugular vein. 

 Third  , the impacts of these attacks are obviously most severe and tragic for the victims and 
their families — even light wounds can leave lasting emotional and physical scars, and the 
impact of these events can extend far beyond the people and facilities involved. But the attack-
ing tiger is typically the fi rst additional victim: a typical response is to kill the offending animal; 
state public health laws usually mandate the tiger be euthanized after an attack (where the skin 
is broken) to test for rabies, a test that cannot be performed without access to the animal’s brain 
tissues. Next, the facility or individual that owns the tiger is typically under intense scrutiny 
following an attack. Private owners may face jail, loss of their licenses, or the forced closure of 
their facility. Zoos and circuses may be sued for signifi cant amounts of money. 

 Local   communities and animal rights groups often react as well after these attacks, push-
ing for increasingly restrictive local, regional, and even national laws to closely regulate or 
impose an outright ban on ownership. As of early 2008, 25 states in the US now ban the pri-
vate possession of large cats, 16 require a license or permit, and nine (AI, ID, LA, MO, NV, 
NC, OH, SC, and WV) require no license or permit to possess large cats  [14] . 

 Proponents   of private ownership of exotic animals like tigers, assert that it is their  ‘ con-
stitutional right ’  to possess these animals. Opponents argue that keeping wild animals as 
pets causes many animals to suffer from poor health and is inhumane, and they pose a nui-
sance or public health threat to visitors and neighbors. AZA and other opponents of private 
ownership also argue that privately owned tigers and other large felids rarely contribute to 
scientifi cally managed conservation breeding programs established to maintain genetic vari-
ation and viability in captive populations because they are of unknown genetic heritage  [9] . 
For these reasons they have no conservation value for wild tigers.  

    NON-OBVIOUS AND CHRONIC PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED 
WITH CAPTIVE TIGERS 

 The    ‘ obvious ’  problems noted above related to human welfare, animal welfare, and lack 
of clear conservation benefi t are in and of themselves reason to give serious pause to allow-
ing the growth of private ownership of tigers and other large cats to continue unabated. We 
believe there are at least three additional  ‘ non-obvious ’  problems that are similarly serious, 
but less tangible and thus less easy to identify: 

    1.     the blurring of our awareness of what tigers are and the serious threats wild tigers face to 
their continued survival;  
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    2.     the unnecessary cost of managing the unregulated growth of tiger populations in private 
hands; and  

    3.     the resultant warped priorities that come into play among the public, the private sector, 
and even the very institutions trying to save wild tigers, leading to battles between 
 ‘ responsible ’  and  ‘ irresponsible ’  owners.    

 Among   tiger conservationists, there is clear evidence that higher public and policy-makers ’  
awareness of the plight of tigers is necessary to solve the tiger crisis in Asia. For decades, 
community-level education and awareness programs have been staples of wildlife conser-
vation efforts in the region. Galster and colleagues (Chapter 6) eloquently describe how 
modern high-powered tools of advertising, branding, and endorsements can be employed 
to change attitudes about tigers and tiger poaching among the people and decision-makers 
of Thailand and elsewhere in Asia. Even India’s  ‘ Bollywood ’  has joined the effort, with the 
Oscar-nominated fi lmmaker Ashvin Kumar producing a fi lm designed to both entertain 
Indian movie-goers and to persuade them of the dangers posed by illegal wildlife poach-
ers. Yao Ming, the NBA’s mega-star from China, appears regularly on television in China 
asking people to  join him in protecting endangered wildlife . The bottom line is that conserva-
tionists are now recognizing — as cause-related marketers, advertisers, and politicians have 
long known — that message matters, and media campaigns can effectively infl uence public 
perception and ultimately change social norms and practices. 

 This   brings us back to captive tigers. In the early days of menageries and circuses, our 
perceptions of, and attitudes to, tigers and other exotic animals came from viewing snarl-
ing animals behind bars, subdued and humbled by macho trainers. Van Amburgh, the 
fi rst person to bring tigers to the stage in the US, would dress as a Roman gladiator in toga 
and sandals. Daring the animals to attack, he reportedly dominated his tigers by beating 
them into compliance with crowbars and thrusting his arm into their mouths  [12] . He even 
defended his actions by quoting the Bible:  ‘ Didn’t God say in Genesis 1:26 that men should 
have dominion over every animal on the earth? ’  Van Amburgh’s warped theatrics gave rise 
to the so-called American style of feline acts  [12] , and undoubtedly contributed to legions of 
young Americans growing up believing that tigers were dangerous wild animals that can 
and justifi ably should be tamed through brute strength and punishment. 

 Fast  -forwarding 175 years, the venue and strategies have changed, but the inaccurate 
messages remain the same. Before Siegfried and Roy were forced to retire after Montecore’s 
attack, their show was the single largest event in Las Vegas. Performing six times each 
week before capacity crowds of 1,504 paying an average of US $ 110 each, 45 weeks per year, 
Siegfried and Roy reportedly generated about US $ 45 million in annual pretax ticket rev-
enue, infl uencing at least one-half million people annually  [15] . On their website ( http://
siegfriedandroy.com ) they are in danger of promulgating a false and misleading message of 
hope for tiger conservation: 

 For more than 20 years, we have been entrusted with the care and preservation of the Royal White Tigers. 
There are now 200 of these precious creatures roaming the earth, 38 with us in Las Vegas.   

 Siegfried   and Roy have a link on their website to  ‘ white tiger habitat, ’  complete with 
a picture of a striking white tiger lounging peacefully in a swimming pool. They describe 
how they have  ‘ created an open-air home for white tigers, enabling the public to share the 
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conservation work of the renowned illusionists in preserving the endangered species, the 
fi rst permanent showcase for the exotic animals since they were spotted 200 years ago at the 
foot of the Himalayas. ’  

 A   strong message. A hopeful message. But also a misleading message.  ‘ Royal White 
Tigers? ’   ‘ Magical White Lions? ’   ‘ white tiger habitat ’  in Las Vegas? These taxonomic and 
ecological descriptions are certainly missing in the chapters in this book on tiger ecology 
by Sunquist (Chapter 2), tiger biogeography and taxonomy by Kitchener and Yamaguchi 
(Chapter 4), tiger genetics by Luo et al. (Chapter 3), and in fact every other author in this 
book. But the message that tigers, the white ones, are special and need to be conserved, 
somehow resonates well with the millions of adoring fans of most entertainers and zoos 
around the world that showcase white tigers. 

 p0480  p0480 

 White   tigers are exceedingly uncommon in 
nature but increasingly common in captiv-
ity. Wild white tigers were fi rst recorded in 
India during the Mughal Period from 1556 to 
1605 AD. Since then at least 17 instances were 
recorded between 1907 and 1933, but none 
since the 1950s  [16] . 

 White   tigers differ from their orange sib-
lings in having ice-blue eyes, a pink nose, and 
creamy white fur with chocolate stripes, with 
many variations on this general color scheme 
 [17] . Contrary to popular belief, white tigers 
are not albinos; their color is caused by a rare 
double recessive allele that both parents must 
have to produce a white tiger  [18] . 

 Initially   the white tiger collection in North 
American zoos traced its ancestry to a single 
white male known as Mohan, captured in 
1951 in central India. He was bred back to his 
daughter, who gave birth to the fi rst genera-
tion of captive-born white tigers in this cen-
tury. One of these granddaughters was the 
fi rst to come to the US through the National 
Zoo in Washington, DC. A daughter of two of 
her offspring, a brother and sister, founded the 
Cincinnati white tiger line. 

 A   second and separate origin of white 
tigers occurred at the Sioux Falls Zoo in South 
Dakota. A white male crossbred, half-Amur 
and half-Bengal tiger was crossed with a white 
carrier female Bengal tiger in 1976, and a lit-
ter of four white cubs and one normal colored 
white carrier cub were born. Subsequently, all 
Indian origin bloodline white tigers died in the 
US. Thus, all white tigers currently in the US 
are derived from crossbreeding two subspe-
cies; they are all hybrids. For a more detailed 
discussion of this issue, and its consequences, 
see D. Laughin  �  www.bigcatrescue.org/cats/
wild/white_tigers.htm      �     . 

 The   message here is that white tigers were 
exceedingly rare in nature, the living ones are 
all highly inbred, and they are the result of 
an unnatural hybridization between two geo-
graphically distinct subspecies. There are no 
wild white tiger populations. Thus, their value 
to wild tiger conservation is zero and they are 
hampering efforts to educate the public about 
the true challenges of conserving the world’s 
wild tigers. They are also taking up resources 
and space that could be dedicated to endan-
gered tiger varieties.   
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 We   believe that one logical outcome of the popularity of white tigers is a warped perspec-
tive and awareness about what a tiger is (e.g., Royal White Tigers) and the true threats faced 
by wild tigers (e.g., white tiger habitat). As one simple example to show how much these 
tigers have entered our common culture, we typed the word  ‘ tigers ’  into Google’s Images 
search (June 30, 2007). Our search generated 18 pictures of tigers on the fi rst search page; 
of these, nine pictures (50%) included at least one white tiger. When we typed in the words 
 ‘ tiger calendars, ’  of the eight pictures of tiger calendars that actually appeared on the fi rst 
page, four (50%) were white tigers. Type in  ‘ stuffed animals tiger ’  and of the 15 images of 
stuffed toy tigers, six (40%) were white. This obviously is not a scientifi c experiment, and 
different search terms and search engines will undoubtedly result in different frequencies of 
hits, but the point remains that white tigers have become a popular cultural icon that greatly 
exceeds its natural expression in nature. And these trends are not limited to on-line search 
engines. Walk into any zoo store (AZA accredited or not) and a cornucopia of white tiger 
products will be available, including stuffed animals, pictures, posters, and trinkets. 

 In   the interest of fi nding something unique to sell or show, breeders and entertain-
ers today are not limited to white tigers. An entire new class of exotic hybrid animals has 
emerged that combine the  ‘ best ’  of tigers, lions, and other creatures ranging from  ‘ tiglons ’  or 
 ‘ tigons, ’  hybrid offspring of a male tiger and a female lion, to  ‘ ligers, ’  hybrid crosses between 
a male lion and a female tiger. The fi rst reported inter-specifi c cross-breeding of tigers and 
lions in India dates back to the early nineteenth century. 

 Another   way in which the growth of private owners is detracting from our understand-
ing and conservation of wild tigers is through the perception that these and other large 
cats can be bought, sold, hand-raised, and bred on commercial scales, as is currently occur-
ring in China. As an article that made its rounds several years ago on a list-serve devoted 
to private ownership noted,  ‘ Who ever heard of chickens being an endangered species? ’  
The same could be said of tigers: if we can raise them in captivity for profi t like chickens 
so that there are thousands or even tens of thousands of tigers in cages, why should we 
worry about the loss of a few hundred or a few thousand in the forests of Russia or India 
or Indonesia? 

 The   obvious answer, of course, is that captive-bred tigers are not wild predators evolv-
ing and carrying out signifi cant ecological functions in their natural habitats. They are not 
molded by nature because natural selection has been kept at bay. For the most part they 
have lost their  ‘ tigerness ’  (see Sanderson et al., Chapter 9). The exceptions may well be the 
tigers in scientifi cally managed programs ( Table 17.1 ). The overall level of genetic variability 
in the captive Amur tigers is similar to, or slightly higher than, that observed in the wild 
Amur tiger population from the Russian Far East. In the case of Amur tigers, the captive 
breeding programs have proved to be successful in maintaining high gene diversity and low 
relatedness (inbreeding) among captive individuals, which can help counteract the effects 
of artifi cial selection. This means that captive Amur tigers can serve, at least genetically, as 
a healthy supplement to  in situ  tiger conservation, if that eventually becomes a possibility 
(Shu-Jin Luo et al., Chapter 3). We note, however, that even scientifi cally managed captive 
breeding programs will be limited in their ability to conserve wild tigers until effective pro-
tocols for reintroduction are developed and suffi cient tiger habitat is conserved. This makes 
it even more important that zoological facilities increase their commitment to supporting the 
relevant research and  in situ  tiger conservation efforts. 
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 The   unmanaged tiger population is a different creature altogether. They are no longer 
Amur or Sumatran or Bengal tigers. They are tiger soup. It is improbable, and, in fact, unde-
sirable, that any will ever be released into the wild, despite the argument by some owners of 
China’s tiger farms to the contrary, and thus they remain genetically indistinct large preda-
tors in cages with little or no value to the future of their kind. As tigers they have no worth, 
but for sellers of their parts they are worth a fortune (see below). 

 In   losing their  ‘ tigerness, ’  however, many are gaining the veil of domesticity through 
the growing  ‘ petifi cation ’  of the tiger and wildlife trade. The United States today is full of 
individuals who own tigers and boast about  ‘ their [tiger] children ’  and the  ‘ love ’  they and 
their tigers share for each other. Injuries and deaths to caretakers and visitors are brushed 
away as either poor husbandry or bad luck, not the result of hundreds of thousands of years 
of deeply rooted predatory instinct. Where still legal, tigers are bought, sold, and bred. 
They are played with like house cats. They are show-cased for money, and conceit, and they 
are raised for the personal gratifi cation of their owners. 

 And   what message is this sending to the general public? What are the consequences of 
 ‘ petifi cation ’  of tigers and other large carnivores? More recently, and with increasing glo-
bal urbanization, the general public has become less connected and thus less knowledge-
able about wildlife and nature. Add to that the anthropomorphic and sentimental views of 
wild animals often perpetuated by exotic pet owners, Hollywood, children’s literature and 
cartoons, animal rights groups, and some compassionate conservationists, and we have 
a looming problem. Based on their experiences with their own pets and various fi ctional 
depictions, many people have a strong desire to be close to and to touch wild animals. 
Many also believe that wild animals, even large predators, will respond positively to love 
and affection and return that affection in kind. This is a recipe for disaster, as the numbers in 
 Figure 17.1  show. Large carnivores should not be treated like domestic dogs or cats. Getting 
too close to any large predator, whether captive or wild, is risky and the public apparently is 
often not getting this important message        [19, 20] . 

 Captive   animals do, in the right circumstances, educate the public about the basic biol-
ogy and plight of wild tigers. Today, more than 600 million visitors pass through the gates of 
zoos and aquariums associated with the WAZA Network, and public education is a central 
mission of most modern professionally-managed zoos. We suggest that the carefully crafted 
education message put out by zoological institutions, whose mission includes signifi cant 
support for wildlife conservation, backed up by millions of dollars of contributions directed 
at  in situ  research and conservation (see Christie, Chapter 15) — like the Bronx Zoo, San 
Diego Zoo, St Louis Zoo, or Zoological Society of London — is entirely different from, and 
superior to, the message put out by facilities like BEARCAT Hollow in Minnesota, USA. The 
BEARCAT Hollow was charged with a 55-count indictment in 2004 that resulted in a guilty 
plea in US District Court to seven criminal counts in connection with an illegal endangered-
animal brokering business.  

    BEYOND COMPLAINING: WHAT TO DO? 

 Describing   the problems associated with the world’s growing captive tiger population is 
the fi rst step toward increasing awareness of the issue and the link to wild tiger conservation. 
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The more important, if challenging, dilemma is doing something meaningful to stop the growth 
of the global captive tiger population. We believe there are several starting points that deserve 
considerable thought and debate. 

 First  , the keeping and unregulated breeding of tigers on farms in Texas or apartments in 
New York City is not healthy for people, tigers, or tiger conservation. Municipalities, states, 
and federal governments should be encouraged to restrict the breeding, sale, and irresponsi-
ble private ownership of tigers and other large predators. This is already happening through 
the efforts of organizations like the AZA, Animal Protection Institute (API), Humane Society 
of the United States, and a growing number of local jurisdictions. Uncontrolled breeding of 
tigers and other exotic wildlife outside of legitimate, scientifi cally managed programs would 
also lessen or eliminate the need for sanctuaries, and the funds used to operate these facili-
ties could then be diverted to meaningful scientifi c research and conservation. This trend 
should be encouraged both in the United States and around the world. 

 Second  , professionally managed zoos can be part of the solution for tiger conservation, 
but unless they are careful they can also be part of the problem. As David Quammen put it: 

 Zoos do provide glimpses of biological exotica that can be taken to represent nature  …  but like many of 
the nature documentaries on public TV, zoos may actually undermine the continued existence of what they 
purport to celebrate. People watch the fi lms, they visit the zoos, and by the mesmeric power of these vicari-
ous experiences, they come carelessly to believe that the Bengal tiger (or the white rhino or the diademed 
sifaka) is alive and well because they have seen it. Well, I’m sorry, but they haven’t seen it. They’ve seen 
images; they’ve seen taxidermy on the hoof  [21] .   

 Zoos   simply must do a better job of educating people about the plight of endangered spe-
cies and about what they are doing to reverse these unfortunate trends. Furthermore, it is 
diffi cult to criticize Siegfried and Roy or circuses for owning and breeding white tigers if 
mainstream zoos continue to breed and exhibit white tigers, and to showcase white tiger 
products in their stores. Every zoo in the world faces fi nancial challenges, but we encour-
age zoo directors, trustees, and board members to be more innovative and to think twice 
about abrogating their unique role as stewards of the world’s most endangered species 
and gatekeepers of wildlife education for the sake of increasing quarterly earnings. White 
tigers bring visitors, but they also contribute to our increasingly warped view of tigers, not 
to mention the very practical matter of taking up limited space that could go to other more 
genetically valuable animals and resources that could be directed to  in situ  conservation. 

 Third  , the growing number and increasing  ‘ commoditization ’  of privately owned captive 
tigers should concern everyone reading this book. Private ownership of tigers is typically 
justifi ed as one way to save tigers from extinction; indeed, like chickens, captive tigers will 
never go extinct. But the cost and energy of managing domestic tiger ownership in non-tiger 
range states is one more way that resources — both human and fi nancial — are being diverted 
from the more immediate problem — the crisis facing the world’s wild tigers. Speaking as 
Americans, we recognize that many people in the United States are unaware about how 
their purchasing decisions may negatively impact tiger habitat or welfare (e.g., support-
ing the growth of oil palm plantations in Southeast Asia, paying admission to an unaccred-
ited zoo or animal park). This includes, although more subtly, the many people who think 
they know something about tigers but do not. As the case of Las Vegas highlights, people 
spending US $ 100 to view  ‘ Royal White Tigers ’  surviving in  ‘ Royal White Tiger habitat ’  are 
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actually less — not more — likely to have a meaningful understanding of the real challenges 
of wild tiger conservation discussed throughout this book. 

 Debates   over tiger  ‘ farms ’  are the most visible way that tigers are being commoditized —
 and we leave it to the authors in the section on tiger farming to discuss this specifi c issue in 
more detail. Many authors have discussed the dangers associated with commercializing the 
wild animal trade, as the more valuable an animal or its parts become, the more vulnerable 
it will be to extinction  [22] . But the take home message is there are more captive tigers in the 
United States and in China than in the wild. This cannot be good for real tigers, the orange 
ones with black stripes that live free in the jungles of Asia. Anything else is a mere substi-
tute, a theatrical illusion.   
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